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As Sherlock Holmes once conceded to Dr. Watson, 'If we could fly out of that window hand in hand,

hover over this great city, gently remove the roofs and peep in at the queer things which are going

on, the strange coincidences, the planning, the cross-purposes, the wonderful chain of events,

working through generations and leading to the most outreresults, it would make all fiction with its

conventionalities and foreseen conclusions most stale and unprofitable.' And with such a spirit for

investigation and discovery does David Grann set out in The Devil and Sherlock Holmes to unravel

the truth of twelve great, real-life mysteries. Although Holmes is the subject of just one of the

mesmerizing true stories in this collection, all twelve contain elements of intrigue. Many of the

protagonists are sleuths: a Polish detective trying to determine whether an author planted clues to a

real murder in his post-modern novel; an arson investigator racing to prove whether a man about to

be executed is innocent; a legendary French con man questioning whether he is the one who is

suddenly being conned; and scientists stalking a sea monster. Unlike the adventures of Sherlock

Holmes, these tales are all true. The protagonists are mortal and pieces of the puzzle often elude

them. Some of the characters are driven to deception and murder. Others go mad. But ultimately

the stories contained in The Devil and Sherlock Holmesshed light on the human condition, and why

some people on this earth devote themselves to good and others to evil. As Holmes put it, 'Life is

infinitely stranger than anything which the mind of man could invent'. --This text refers to the

Paperback edition.
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This book is a collection of articles on various subjects (all true stories) focused around the basic

theme of madness and obsession. The writing style is concise, straightforward, simple yet

intelligent. I found it very easy to read and get completely absorbed in the stories. Here, briefly is

what each article is about- A scholarly expert on Sherlock Holmes and Holmes's creator, Sir Arthur

Conan Doyle, is found dead. It may or may not have been murder.- A Texas man is convicted and

executed for allegedly setting fire to his home and killing his children. Subsequent investigation

indicates he may have been innocent.- A French con-artist pretends to be a missing American teen,

even fooling the boy's parents. Or is there more to this case than meets the eye?- A decadent

postmodern Polish novel may be the author's confession to a cold-case murder.- A New York City

fireman on the scene of 9/11 when the towers fell is the only one from his company to survive. He

has no memory of the event, and is obsessed with finding out whether his behavior that day was

heroic or cowardly.- A marine biologist in New Zealand will never give up until he captures a live

specimen of the elusive giant squid.- New York City's water supply comes through two large

aqueduct tunnels. Both tunnels are old and in disrepair. It's a race against time to finish City Tunnel

#3 before the old system fails.- Forrest Tucker, the last of the classic hold-up men, is arrested for

bank robbery at the age of 79.- Rickey Henderson, record holder for most bases stolen in Major

League Baseball, refuses to retire. He keeps on playing for a podunk minor-league team, and

nobody can figure out why.

The Devil and Sherlock Holmes: Tales of Murder, Madness, and Obsession is an unusual and

fascinating collection of true stories. Each story is carefully researched and rich with detail.We learn

about: * Mysterious Circumstances: The Strange Death of a Sherlock Holmes Fanatic Richard

Lancelyn Green, the foremost expert on Sherlock Holmes, sought to find a missing collection Sir

Arthur Conan Doyle's letters, diaries, and manuscripts. Before the papers are found, Green is found

to have died in a mysterious fashion. Grann takes us to Green's life, his quest, his rivals, and the

mystery of his death. * Trial by Fire: Did Texas Execute an Innocent Man? Grann examines the

case of Todd Willingham who was accused and convicted of having murdered his three daughters

by arson. Decades after the fire, a scientific expert is able to determine what had caused the fire

and to evaluate Willingham's guilt. * The Chameleon: The Many Lives of Frederic Bourdin Frederic

Bourdin successfully adopts a variety of ages, professions, and nationalities - American, French,

Spanish... * True Crime: A Post Modern Murder Mystery Described by the Polish press as "the

perfect crime" the murder of a 35-year old businessman is linked to the graphic and shocking novel

"Amok". * The Squid Hunter: Chasing the Sea's Most Elusive Creature Grann recounts man's



encounters with and search for the Giant Squid from ancient times to today. From descriptions in

the Bible to Roman encyclopedias and Homer's Odyssey, descriptions of giant squid are plentiful

and encompass different continents. Grann accompanies Steve O'Shea, a marine biologist from

New Zealand in his quest to capture and raise giant squid. * City of Water: Can an Antiquated Maze

of Tunnels Continue to Sustain New York?
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